Introduction
Large prime numbers are at the core of every modern cryptographic protocol. These protocols rely on multidigit large primes to ensure that the cryptanalysis of an encrypted message is too complicated to break in any relevant time. Therefore, the efficiency of primality tests is important [1] .
Primality testing has a long history. Paul Erdös, rephrasing Einstein's famous statement, expressed his view as "God may not play dice with the Universe, but something strange is going on with the prime numbers", [2] . I beslieve that maybe the following proposition explains the views of L. Euler and P. Erdös:
Conjecture: If there exists an algorithm that describes an order in the sequence of primes smaller than n, it has complexity
 , where f(n) is a monotone nondecreasing function of n, [3] .
There are many ways to test an integer for primality. The Sieve of Eratosthenes, although able to detect all primes, has a time complexity in the order of n, [4] . Fermat's Little Theorem (FLT) can be used to test for primality. Although the Fermat test is very simple, there exists an infinite set of composite integers, {called Carmichael numbers or CMNs, for short}, that are not detectable by the Fermat test, [5] .
Basic Properties of Primes
Euclid Lemma: If p is a prime number and p divides a product ab of integers, then p divides a or p divides b. This is used in some proofs of the uniqueness of prime factorizations.
Fermat [7] and in elliptic-curve cryptography, [8] .
Generalizations
The concept of prime numbers is so important that it has been generalized in different ways in various branches of mathematics. For example, we can define complex primes. Notice that 5 is not a complex prime, because it is the product of two complex integers and
which means that complex factorization is not unique. However, integer 3 is a complex prime. In general, every real prime n that satisfies n (called Blum prime) is also a complex prime. Yet, every real prime n that satisfies is the complex composite, [9] . A public key cryptographic algorithm based on complex moduli is described in [10] . mod 4 1 
Arithmetic Operations on Complex Integers
Modular arithmetic with modulus n, unlike the "schoolgrade" arithmetic, operates on a finite set of integers in the interval [0, n -1].
Multiplications of Complex Numbers
Let ; and ; consider L a bi   ( )( LR a bi c   ; where and . Hence, the computation of m and w requires four multiplications of real numbers, where integers in a cryptographic scheme might be of size 10 100 or larger. However, [11] describes an algorithm that computes LR using only three multiplications. Indeed, let ; Q and
Consider now the squaring of a complex integer:
and , , and .
; and , where the latter can be performed by left shift, if integers are in binary form. Therefore, squaring is done using two multiplications and two additions. 
.2) 
If gcd(s,n) = 1, then the inverse of s can be computed using either the extended Euclid algorithm, [12] or the algorithms in [2, 13, 14] .
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Complex Primes
It is known that for every prime p congruent to 1 modulo 4 (non-Blum prime) there exists two real integers u and w such that
Thus, every such prime can be presented as two products of two factors each:
Therefore, there are no complex primes among nonBlum integers.
However, every Blum prime is also a complex prime, since it cannot be presented as a product of two complex integers except as [6] .  In the following consideration we are using the notation: 
Indeed, there exists a complex integer
Major Results
By multiplying both parts of (5. i.e., at least one of the components is strictly positive: : , 
Remark6.1:
is the absolute value of (a,b). The alternative in (6.3) is based on the following observation: if p is a Blum prime, and ; then from the Euler criterion of quadratic residuosity either q or pq, but not both, is a quadratic residue modulo p [6] .
The identity (6. 
Carmichael Numbers
Carmichael numbers {CMNs} are composite integers that nevertheless satisfy Fermat's Little Theorem [15] . Carmichael found that 561 is the smallest integer that escapes the primality test of Fermat's Little Theorem [5] . Indeed, for every 0 < a < 561, co-prime with 561, holds: [16] are used. An algorithm that generates large CMNs is provided in [17] .
Proposition 7.1: Since every CMN is a product of at least three primes, i.e., 1 2 3 CMN p p p  , therefore at least one of these factors is smaller than the cubic root of the this CMN:
Therefore, (2.3) and (7.1) imply that the complexity to find the smallest factor f of a CMN is of order
The smaller factors of each CMN are shown in the left-most column of Table 5 .
Example 7.1: If n = 612816751 {see Table 3} is a CMN, then in order to find its smallest factor it is sufficient to check whether n is divisible by at most one of the first 140 primes. It is easy to verify that f = 251.
Computer experiments indicate that for numerous CMNs the smallest factor of a CMN does not exceed 4 CMN Tables 5 and Table A .1 in the Appendix}. Therefore, 561 is not a prime, because (8.2) does not hold.
Primality Tests
For more numeric examples see Table 5 .
Primality Testing with Quaternions
For integers congruent to 1 modulo 4 we introduce a primality test based on quaternions 
Computer Experiments
The goal of the experiments is to verify the correctness of the primality tests. The inputs for the experiments included all 246,683 Carmichael numbers smaller than 10 16 . For other inputs we only considered complex primes to verify the tests, see Proposition 5.1. Table 1 provides the classification of integers.
In parallel we tested various types of inputs using the Fermat test: in the two right-most columns of Tables 3-5 are computed and 5 m . Table 2 displays results of Pythagorean triplets, {see Proposition 6.2}. Each seed represents (a,b) and the result is c of the Pythagorean triplet .
(10.1)   the BV-1 test fails. Numerous computer experiments detected CMNs in 95% of cases with the BV-1 test; more details on the experiments are provided in [18] .
Remark 10.2: Table 3 shows the cases where every CMN is detected by the BV-3 test using one seed (3, 2) only.
Remark 10.3: Table 4 shows the cases where every CMN is detected by BV-1 with one complex seed (4,7) only.
Remark10.4: n = 2465 in Table 5 is a strong CMN since it escapes the BV-1 test with seeds (3,2) and (8, 3) ; n = 6601 is another strong CMN since it escapes this test with seeds (3, 4) and (3, 5) . Yet, n = 5441 is a prime; these cases are shown in bold in Table 5 .
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